šĤùŬĤƝƥ̻Έ ŶšŊƥŅĤƥΈùŬĝΈÜùǛĤƥ
Renegade Products liquid line of detailing supplies, are known to be tested and formulated by
some of the most prominent detailers and polishers in the automotive and semi-truck market.

Rebel Red Liquid
Metal Polish

Rebel Pro Red
Metal Polish

Part Number

Part Number

RM-CLRR12

RM-CLRPR24

Rebel Red is a liquid metal polish
used by polishers for a strong
polish. Formulated to tackle two
main requirements by professional
polishers: to provide an aggressive
cut while polishing and to leave
a strong seal to keep the polish
lasting as long as possible.

Renegade Rebel Pro metal
polish has been formulated by
professionals to give a slightly
more aggressive cut than our
predecessor Rebel Red. It is
step liquid polish before touching
up with the Rebel Red. This can
be used on aluminum & stainless.
Using a new
recommended.

24 oz.

12 oz.

Renegade Rebel
Beaver Wax

Rebel Spray Wax
Part Number

RM-CLRS24

Part Number

RM-CLRB12

Rebel Spray Wax is a detailing
spray used to quickly and
effortlessly create a high-gloss
shine on multiple surfaces.
Primarily formulated for use on
painted surfaces, it leaves a layer
of wax that helps protect paint
while producing a glassy surface

Renegade Beaver Wax was
formulated to give a rich, bold shine
on your paintwork. It is effortless
towel, applying in 12” side to side
motions. This will give a longer
lasting shine of about 1 month.

also perfect for putting a shine on
rims & chrome. Gently rub into
the metalwork or paintwork with

12 oz.

24 oz.

šĤùŬĤƝƥ̻Έ ŶšŊƥŅĤƥΈùŬĝΈÜùǛĤƥ
Rebel Rubber &
Vinyl

Re Rim & Wheel
Rebel
Protectant
Pr

Part Number

Part Number
Pa

RM-CLRRV24

RM-CLRWS12
RM

Rebel Rubber and Vinyl is
formulated as a matte tire
dressing and interior cleaner.
Used on rubber, leather, and vinyl
yl
it produces a dark and pliable
surface as it penetrates to produce
ce
a hydrated surface. Use Rebel
Rubber and Vinyl to leave a blackk
dark surface on the outside of your
our
tires that doesn’t leave a sticky
or tacky surface, and then inside
e
on your dash to help hydrate and
d
protect your interior surfaces.

Rebel Wheel Seal is a liquid rim
Re
and
an wheel protectant. It is designed
to protect and create a barrier
for your wheels and rims from all
the nasty road grim, dust, and
water
wa spots, while at the same
time
tim formulated to work well with
powered
coated, painted, and
po
polished
aluminum wheels.
po

24 oz.

Rebel Moneyshot

12 oz.

Pipe Dream

Part Number

Part Number

RM-CLRMS24

RM-CLRPD12

Rebel Moneyshot Wash n’ Wax
is formulated for a dense neutral
pH foam that clings to the applied
surface. Utilizing cutting-edge
surfactants, the suds penetrate to
remove contaminants. Formulated

Pipe Dream is a wax and micro
abrasive formula that cleans
chrome and leaves a long-lasting
shine. The micro abrasives remove
oxidation and blend imperfections.
and condition your chrome and
leave a rich bold luster. 12 oz.

wax, the surface is left with
a waxed protective. 24 oz.

24 oz.

oŊĖƝŶȊĕƝĤΈoƹšƱŊ͜ ƹƝƚŶƥĤΈƹƱŶΈšŶƱŅƥ
Part Number

8000MC
steel, glass and mirrors, and dust the interior cab of your truck including furniture,
picture frames and windows. These cloths quickly absorb moisture and spills plus
much more. Box includes 3 16” x 16”, 2 red, 1 blue.3-pack

12 oz.

